ABSTRACT. The relations between the complex theory of interpolation for families of Banach spaces and the notion of uniform convexity are studied. It is proven that the moduli of uniform convexity vary smoothly with the interpolation spaces. A new notion of "distance" between Banach spaces is introduced.
Introduction and notations.
In this paper we investigate the relations between the complex method of interpolation for families of Banach spaces, introduced in [CCRSW] , and the notion of uniform convexity. In §2 we obtain a generalization of a result due to M. Cwikel and S. Reisner (see [CwRe] ), stating that the interpolation spaces As = [Ao,Ai]s,0 < s < 1, obtained using the complex method of A. P. Calderón [Cal] , are uniformly convex, provided that at least one of the spaces Aq, Ax is uniformly convex. In the case of a family {Aeis},0 < 0 < 2tt, of Banach spaces, we obtain estimates for the moduli of uniform convexity of the interpolation spaces, provided that the boundary spaces are uniformly convex when 6 ranges in a subset U of [0, 2tt) with positive measure. Our result includes the one in [CwRe] and the estimates that we obtain are essentially the best possible.
In §3 we give estimates that say that the moduli of uniform convexity of complex interpolation families must vary smoothly with the spaces. As a corollary to this result we answer a question posed by R. Rochberg in [Ro] .
In §4 we introduce a new concept of "distance" between Banach spaces, involving the complex method of interpolation. The estimates in Theorem 3.1 can be used to show how this "distance" relates to the moduli of uniform convexity of the spaces involved.
Throughout this paper D will denote the open unit disk in the complex plane, 3D its boundary and T the interval [0,2-zr). For z in D, the Poisson kernel at z is Pz(&) -(1 -N2)/2tt|z -e*e|2. By U we always denote some measurable subset of T, and |<7|z = fv Pz(6) d6 is its harmonic measure.
A complex interpolation family (c.i.f.) of Banach spaces (B-spaces) {Aeio} defined on dD will also be denoted by {Ag, \ ■ \g} and A[z] will be the interpolation space at z G D constructed in [CCRSW] .
If /, g are nonnegative nondecreasing functions defined on some interval [0, a), we say that / << g (g dominates / at 0) if there exist a, b > 0 such that f(t) < ag(bt) o for every t small enough. If / << g and g « /we write f -g (f and ¡7 are equivalent at 0).
2. Uniform convexity.
Let (E, \ |) be a B-space; its modulus of uniform convexity is defined, for 0 < e < 2, by (2.1) SE(s) = Inf{l -||(íb + y)/2\\ : \\x\\, \\y\\ < 1, \\x -y\\ > e).
If 6s(e) > 0 for all e > 0, E is said to be a uniformly convex B-space. In this case 6e is equivalent at 0 to a strictly increasing Orlicz function 6e (see [LiTz] ). o The spaces Lp and lp are uniformly convex for 1 < p < oo, with 6p(e) ~ ep if p > 2 o and 6p(e) ~ e2 if 1 < p < 2.
In [CwRe] the authors prove that if (An, Ai) is a compatible pair of B-spaces and As = [An,Ai]s, 0 < s < 1, are the spaces obtained by the complex method of interpolation of A. P. Calderón (see [Cal] ), then the spaces As are uniformly convex, provided that at least one of Ao,Ai has the same property. Similar results concerning the real interpolation spaces have been obtained by Beauzamy (see [B] ). In [CwRe] it is shown that if Ao (or A\) is uniformly convex, then 6o(e1/,^1~s^) « 6s(e) (or 6i(e1^s) « 6s(e)); and if both A0, Ai are uniformly convex, then REMARKS, (i) It is clear that if Ag = AQ for 6 G U and Ag = Ax for 9 £ U we recapture the result of [CwRe] .
(ii) The case Ag = Lp^, 2 < p(6) < oo, shows that (2.3) is the best possible result.
In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need some facts about the complex interpolation of B-lattices, and some preliminary lemmas. 
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If we set \\f\\z = Inf{A > 0: (2.5) holds} the space ([X9]z, \\ ■ \\z) becomes a B-lattice (see [Her] ).
Now let E be a B-space and ip a convex increasing function on [0, oo) such that ip(0) = 0. By ip(E) we denote the B-lattice of all pairs (a,b) G E x E by (2.6) \\(a,b)\\v(E)=M{X>0:3c,d>0,c + d<l, \\a\\ < Ac, ||6|| < A^"1^)}.
For U C T, z G D, and \U\Z > 0, let us assume that for each 9 G U we have a function ipg as above, such that fv log <pg 1(t)Pz (9) cío < oo for all t > 0. Then the function r /• i ~x (2.7) ^e xp f log<pëlPz (9)d6 Ju is convex increasing, and <pz(0) = 0 (see [Her] ). In this case we have PROPOSITION 2.8. LetB0= <pe(E) for 9gU, and Bg = (E®E)oc for 6<£U. Then (2.9) [Bg]z C 1PZ(E) (norm decreasing),
where Tpx(t) = Vz(z~xle]U\zt).
PROOF. Suppose ||(x,z/)||2 < 1 and fix e > 0. According to (2.5) we can find c,d:T -> R+ such that: ||x|| < (1 + e)(exp fTlogc(9)Pz(9)d9),]\y\\ < (l + e)(expfTlogd(9)Pz(9)d9),Max[c(9),d(9)] < 1 if 9 ¿ U and c(9) + iPg1(d(9)) < \H9gU. Set a(9) = <pe(d(9))xu(9) and let c = [ c(9)Pz(9) d9, a = [ a(9)Pz(9) dO.
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Obviously we have a + c < 1 and ||x|| < (l + e)c, \\y\\ <(! + £) {exp ¡^og^\a(9))Pz(9)de Let A = ({9 G U: a(9) < a\U\z} and B = U -A. If \B\Z = 0, then a(9) = a\U]z for a.e. 9 G U, and so \\y\\ < (1 + e)<p~l(a\U\z). Hence, we have a + c < 1, INI < (1 + e)c, and ||y|| < (1 + e)ip~1(a), which implies, since e is arbitrary, that ll(a:.î/)llp,(f;) < \\(x,y)\\<p,(E) < 1-If \B\Z > 0, from the fact that tpj1 is concave and increasing we obtain lp^(a(9))<<pe1(a\U\z) whence A, -'(aitz)) < <pe-1(a\U\z)a(6)/a\U\z when 9gB. is a norm-decreasing embedding (see [Her] ).
LEMMA 2.11.
Let E be a B-space, and 6 a nonnegative nondecreasing function defined on some [0, a). Suppose that there exist a,b > 0 such that (2.12) Max(||x + y\\, ||x -y||) < 1 implies ||x|| + aó(6||z/||) < 1
for all x, y G E. Then S « Se-PROOF. Straightforward, apply definition (2.1).
Remarks, (i) If 6 = 6E (2.12) holds with o = 1, b = 2.
(ii) Lemma 2.11 is a weaker version of Lemma 3 in [CwRe] . Here we can avoid the use of the converse implication and so we do not need a result of Pisier.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Let S : Ag x Ag -> Ag x Ae be defined by S(a; b) = (a+b;a-b). From Lemma 2.11 we can see that, if 9 G U, S: (Ag®Ag)CXJ-^>>pg(Ag) with norm r¡(éie) < 1, where fg(t) = 6g(2t).
When 9 <£ U we use the fact, true in every B-space (E, || • ||), that S : (E®E)oc -► (E © E)oo with norm 1.
Thus, if 9 i U, S : (Ae © Ag)^ -> (Ag © Ag)x with n(elf>) = 1. Using Xg(Ag) = <pg(Ag) for 9 G U, and Xg(Ag) = (Ag®Ag)oo for 6 £ U, we can summarize our result in S:(Ag® Ae)^ -> Xe(Ae) with r,(el6) < 1 for 9 G T. REMARK. We are grateful to S. Dilworth for informing us that a result similar to Theorem 2.2 does not hold for the case of PL-convexity (for the definition and properties see [DGT-J] ). There is an example, due to G. Pisier and contained in [Dil] , of an interpolation pair (Aq, Ai) of B-spaces which are PL-convex, but such that As is not PL-convex for 0 < s < 1.
A continuity
result for the moduli of uniform convexity. In this section {Ag} will denote a c.i.f. of B-spaces, defined on dD, with the property that also the family {Ag} of the dual spaces is a c.i.f., and that the duality result holds, i.e. (A[z] )* = {A^} [z] . Our purpose is to show that the moduli of uniform convexity vary smoothly with z G D. More precisely: THEOREM 3.1. Let \z0\ = p < 1 and 0 < 7? < 1 -4p; then ACKNOWLEDGMENT. I would like to thank Professors R. Rochberg and G. Weiss for introducing me to the subject and the problems studied in the paper, as well as for their useful advice during the course of the research.
